Tropical Experience
A Forest for a Moon Dazzler

The house was self built. The wood for the terraces and closet and kitchen walls was cut from trees on site; hence every piece is different from the rest. The Bamboo was cut from a family farm during full moon, then submerged in Diesel in order to cure it and dried under shade. Later it was cut into 1.0m pieces and finished in marine varnish. The foundations are in poured concrete and the main columns and beams are made of galvanized steel bought from a local hardware store. The roof is made of very inflammable corrugated tin and painted in noncorrosive white paint.

The Story
She wakes up when the moon is going down. The loud noise of the crickets reminds her that she is surrounded by the forest. The warmth of the rising sun filters through the leaves and warms the rough wood floors. She knows it's time to make bread. The chirping has changed to bird singing. The slove sweats the air and the smell seeps through every crack into the forest.

I wake up and realize that it's morning. The sun is up and there is fresh bread on the table. I can see that my mom is planting an aloe vera plant in the old floor of her living room. She somehow knows the perfect place for it to grow.

The sunrays begin to hit the tin roof. She opens all doors, all screens, all windows and the wind picks all of her Hindu drapes. I can also see the recently washed blankets waving on a rope that is strung from the two big trees that give shade to the house. The wind blows up the leaves and brings them into the house. My mom is always cleaning but nothing is ever clean.

My mom wants to take me to the beach, but I can see that she is worried about leaving the house alone. She hides some of her most valuable possessions: books, pictures, and the pot. She places a tree branch in front of the entrance, leaves the radio on, and the door wide open. She then screams “bye, we'll see you later” as if there was someone still in the house. To me it seems as if she is saying goodbye to her house, and the house mumbles through the forest as we walk farther and farther away from the radio.

We walk through the forest into the dirt road that reaches the beach-break. My mom goes for a swim in the ocean and after a while sits right next to me to watch the sunset. She is dazzled with the sight even though she has seen it hundreds of times. She explains that we should head back in order to catch the last glimpse of the sunrays that will lead the way back to the house. We begin to hear the radio getting louder and louder as we get closer to the house. She checks all her natural alarms that tell her if anyone has been around the house; from the tree branch in front of the door to the hanging ceramic fishes that she has placed hanging from the surrounding trees.

The sunlight is dimming and soon the forest will be illuminated by the bright moon. The candles provide a flickering light while she plays the guitar. She prepares a quick meal which is hard to eat because of the lack of light. The moonlight enters the house, and I know that soon she will go to sleep. She has placed her bed in a corner of the house where there is a direct view of the moon while she goes to sleep.

I can see that the moonlight dazzles her every time and the sound of the crickets put her to sleep.

Every once in a while she wakes up in distress by the chirping noise of her natural alarms; from the carefully placed gravel around the house, to the dry branches that surround her bed. The only thing that gives her comfort is the illuminating sight of the moon moving through the trees.